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BY THE EDITORS

It has Jeen a long time between issues, with the resignation
of two volunteer editors for this issue, snd many discussions of
policy at meetingso

The conclusions we have reached are set out below?
There may or may not be other issues between this one and
the 1958 Official Unofficial Convention Issue,
♦*

‘

•

•

■••• •;.

There may or may not be an Outlander Society between last
meeting<and the 1958 •Official Unofficial Convention Meeting,

There will be an Outlander nSouth Gate in t58Jn Convention
if there is only one Outlander/:'l.^^-./to/hpl^it,
£

r*» *• ■ *

There is this issue of The Outlander (edited by Shirley
Booher and Anna Sinslare, after minor difficulties, .cutting stencils
on a broken typer and obtaining permission for The Pacific Rocket
Society for the use of their miraeo) Hurrah for Jim Nuding and
David Fox of the PRSJ
„ .... .

The Outlanders are m&re interested in long letters of your
reactions to our magazine than in money. Consequently, we are
discontinuing the subscription basis for The Outlander,
,
/
If your copy is checked here ( )
this is the last issue due on your subscription and you will
remain on our mailing list if you only show a little response.

•:;,7
If your copy is checked, here ( );
you have an extensive subscription, which will be refunded to you
upon your written request, and you will still receive any future
issues of The Outlander for your friendship. (Friends wr.itef)
If your copy is checked here ( )
yon are receiving this issue upon approval and may remand- what«*
ever it is worth to you. You will also receive lU’cvre issues if
you wish,
u :•» PLEASE WRITE...... ‘

•

to

Correspondence Secretary^ Anna Sihclare Moffatt
Bp-1,1- Gardens, California, ,

5969 Lanto Street
‘
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IKCTBENTLY. * 4
The Outlanders are still in favor of holding

the World Science Fiction Convention in —
SOUTH GATE TO *581

Some of us may even volunteer for the
Convention Committee*..
Tn fact, Mari Wolf has Already volunteered
to "be the Chair lady!

You too can help to make the Convention a
success.

Ho^?

By sending us your Ideas for the Program,
and by attending the Convention.

Remember — Only four more years until:

SPACE AIT TTT PEACE PIOrTEES

by Stan poolston

with all the undoubted misery of war, there must be a great
attraction in violence for the human being. The actual records show
how the individual faces the matter of battle with something approach
ing joy. yar is a challenge that the human spirit seems ever-willing
to face. If there is a choice between the status quo on one side,
and a fight on the other, the fight will probably gain quite a few
more champions.
.
peace can
to the test.
that contrasts
a nd primitive

be boring; war is a challenge that .puts.'an; individual
War means change and an atmosphere of dynamic action
strongly with the peaceful state. It promises direct
action. .• - . •
• • . .
• •

•

’
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•

».

If war has its attractions, why couldnht peace.-be .made ns
dynamic ?
After periods of excess, a people seem ready to swing back
towards ths opposite of wiiat they had to do for survival. .They—or
at least we of the United States—give up our arms in the urge to
’’get back to norma. 1/”. not noting that there,isn’t,such a tiling as
norn.,.1 ity. Then they ?et tired of the day-by-d/iy life, and more
and more people get bored.
. t .. • .A,..,

Modern man can pride Irimself that he is a thinking creature,
yet he is a creaature- .controlled to a, very, great degree by his
emotional moods. Maybe an ’’answer” to this human* inconstancy might
befound in adopting the social pattern described in Heinlein’s
pFYOlID THIS EOEIZOH, in which a class of volunteer due-lists relieve
their pent-up emotions in legalized dueling. Surely the practice of
observing battle in the ring or on the ball-field is not quite os
satisfying as a direct clash of wills with your own life at stake.

Iiuman nature, or what appears to be human nature, is anti-boredom.
War and struggle is, to the mind, a great adventure. It tests a
person’s worth, peace seems to bo static. Before a country turns
to war the people must be in a warlike mood, and the mood is not far
below the surface of most human beings.
peace might be possible if a program was organized for that
purpose. It should be one that encourages wide participation.
How could bhe volunteers for peace work? There could be several
levels for their program. Health-betterment, a ccident and discv.seprevention, and the prevention of starvation a re some of the ways
the warlike energy of man could be applied, put without a method,
the vague desire for peace is almost useless, people have spoken in
vague general ities of peace for generations and tried to use religion
as a tool against war, and we still have war.

perhaps there is an analogy between science fiction and ”peace.”
There was imaginative fiction for years before the branch now called
science fiction was isolated in a magazine. Then, after it started
to grow a bit (into several more magazines) a time came when it
seemed to be ’’right” for it to spring up into a succulent growth.
Today there is a condition that seems to indicate that science
fiction is accepted as something wath-while.
I believe that this condition is at least partially the result
of the amateur journals and their enthusiasm which, coupled with
the circumstances of the A-Bomb and other ’’scientific” discoveries,
has been bringing the fidld to the attention of more and more people.

Z!ow, if ’’peace” could have its fanzines, its fandom and perhaps
its prozines, maybe it, too, might become accepted as more than a
dream.
If the peace-enthusiasts were organized on somewhat the order
of stfandom they could at least discover the weak and strong points
of their views, and work from there into a more logical outlook of
what ’’peace” would be like. Extrapolating what a world at peace
would be like takes real imagination; maybe science fiction is wide
enough in scope so that even a magazine could use that as its theme.
The future will probably have many of the problems of today,
only more so. The pressures of population-increases, alone, will
probably keep warlike tensions stirred up. So there will continue
to be need of such a pressure-reliever as war. A direct challenge,
a personal danger, would probably help keep this pressure from the
explosion stage.

fflhe old strategem of making a thing, instead of a people,
our enemy might be used again here. I suggest tint this ’’tiling” be
the universe.

Outside the atmosphere of Earth there is a frontier broad
enough and great enough to provide challenges for the race. Suchha
movement outward will be broader than the expansion that occured
ennturies ago, when men turned to exploration of the planet with the
urge for adventure and perhaps gold as the incentives, perhaps the
heavens will have similar goals; perhaps the many star-worlds will
afford new opportunities for people to note that patterns of life
unlike that in which they grew up arc still worth-while. A contact
with another life-form, especially if intelligent, will probably be
as challenging to the earthman as contact with other peoples on Earth
was for the explorers of the middle ages.
Bigotry was eased when these explorers discovered that life
in a pattern unlike their own was will good. This is a lesson that
should be relearned on the personal level.

Even if no other races show up in our expansion of the void,
space itself will be a challenge for the starmen. Mental horizons
will expand- the very Vastnass of the void will hold the heart of

Man, Knd with even a little economic good to give us an excuse, Man
will sweep through the st-., rlt.no s seeking wonders.
Man is constantly redoing the corner of his universe, and while
he expands he works on wid ,r motifs. Theoretically lie will continue
in tliis method, and if the tools and vehicles are ready there is
little doubt that lie will continue exploring. Tills could he a
greater phase of growth tm.n has ever been suggested before. There
is no real inference-points to make the future clear.

This ‘..ill bo as challenging, and' as basically unpredictable,
as was the developments after the first hunters settled on farms.
From the form came stagnation of a kind that made our civilization,
possible, but which was not constant. Even before pioneering became
popular/many individuals drifted away from the settled villages or
farms. \A.dventures have always been sought by a few.
The aim of science is to hunt out truth from its hidden lair.
In the future, adven^ture and science must form a partnership tl£.t
will permit more of the secrets of this universe/ to become known.

whether science fiction has served as the method to open tno
mind of the public to the eossibilitijs of future space-exploration,
or whether science fiction is reaping the re-wards of a development
towards the void, is a matter I’ll not argue. But the place of j[an
in the universe is being discussed, and mentally we are being
readied for another and greater exploration-age. The Magellan spirit
".rill challenge the adventurous to seek the stars, when the teclmical
stops are developed farenough. The void calls as strongly as any
ocean calls to a sailor or
sailor-to-be.
In facing challenge we have a great change to face up to the
univer■e. The universe challenges us, and the curiow and wodd-be
heros will not shirk the univer.se- because of its challenge, instead
it will be net head-on, if past indications are any criterion,
perhaps it will take the place of war in the he<.rt of man. Then,
perhaps, the degrading practice of kill ing a fellow am because of
the need to test themselves may not continue.

Or—-what do you, think?
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LEN S
DEN
by LEN MOFFATT

FOR the benefit of new readers--and old_readers who may have
forgotten us by now—I am devoting part of this column to neatlytrimmed thumbnail sketches of the Outlanders. Listed in no partic
ular order, the ar as follows:

Rick Sneary—Retired fan. Bookkeeper for a varnish firm.
Bachelor. Alergic to bananas.
Alan Hershey—chemist for a varnish firm. Husband of Mary; father
of David, first natural-born Outlander. Alergic to
sunshine.
Stan Woolston—printer for various firms*
rabbits and rhubarb juice.

Hal Curtis—civil service office work.

Bachelor.

Raises

Married to

Freddie Curtis—Alergic to Jolson.

Anna Sinclare Moffatt—excellent cook. Sort of person, who—upon
hearing water heater make odd noises —
remarks: “It sounds like it*s living—and
about to diel“
Business mangger & wife cf
Len Moffatt—Sales Service man for a paperbox firm.
rejection slips.

Alergic to

John Van Couvering—ex-Navy. College student. Bachelor. Alergic to
Navy.
Gon Pederson—College student. Bachelor. Alergic to draft boards.

Bill Elias—Air Force.

Bachelor, at last report. Alergic?

&il Ayala—ditto.

Shirley Jean Booher—Bookkeeper for a tool making firm.
Alergic to wolves.

Single.

Alvin Taylor—World traveler. Bachelor. Alergic to poverty.:

Mari Wolf—Writer.

Alergic to unreadable fanzines.

Forry Ackerman—Stfantasy agent, dealer. Husband of Mrs. Science
Fiction. Alergic to carbonated drinks.

Rory Faulkner—&x-nurse. Eligable widow. Alergic to Drew Pearson.

Ed Cox—Ex-Army. Bachelor.

Maine’s gift to California.

How that you know us so intimately, write, won’t you?
lander Society is still in existance. Are you?

xhe Out

We’ve had three meetings in the past few months. At Sneary*s
I-Ierhhey’s and Mari’s. We don’t meet as often as we once did, , but;
we still discuss South Gate in ’58J, and the publishing of this
magazine. Most of us have 'retired frqm active fandom, but we
still show interest in things science-fictional. Anyway, Stan
Woolston is active enough for all of us.

Annarantly, the Los Angeles Science-Fantasy Society is no
longer publishing Shangri-LA. But this ancient organization has
not folded either. We attended a meeting a few weeks ago. There
were maybe twenty persons present, most of whom were representa*tive of the younger fannish generation.
Well, an old club can always use new blood. However, the
new blood, along with the bloody or bloodless(the cnoice is
yours) old members were in the midst of a new old constitution
discussion.

She proposed new constitution, as presented by Director
Evans? was short and simple. The old constitution, defended by
Hodgkins and, oddly enough, most of the yiunger members, was-in mv opinion--overweight. Opponents of . the new one said that
in time it too would be weighted down with amendments and by
laws, so why not keep the old one and let it go at that.
After listening to the pro, con, and in-between discussion
and wrangling, I voted for the new one,’feeling it was at least
a stew in the right direction, (The Outlanders have l«0 consti
tution)
But the old one won by a large majority, and the club
went on to other business/

Ed Clinton, one of the club’s numerous ex-directors, re
viewed a pocketbook novel by Matheson. 1 forget tne title but
Invwav Ed said it should havebeen a novellette-. He demonstrated
this by tearing out the napes which he considered to be unneces
sary and throwing them in the general direction of a waste baske
A very ripping review.
Forry reviewed the novel ONE (I forget the author's name)
in great detail, telling all,, save the ending—if I remember
correctly. It sounded like a book I would like to read s
?oo' could compare 4t with 1984. (I still think Animal larm is
Orwell’s greatest work.)

After the meeting we went over to the Evans’ home for coffee
and yakking.

Incidently, the IASES plans to celebrate twenty years of .
consecutive meetings at its Fallow’een party this year. A record
attendance is expected.
***
I suppose I should report on the doings at Outlander
meetings. After all this is an Outlander publication. But wfeat’s
to report? As has beenstated many times before, the. Outlanders
are primarily a social group with no written laws, standard
operating proceedures or whathavia. 'Je meet, we converse, we eat,
we play games, we listen to-•music,' we yak, we disuuss,.we laugh,
we play, we•drink—we do-all of these things and in no given order

And once in a while we pul&ish an issue of our mag. We may
go on forever. We may quit abruptly. Life. Oo on, say something
philosophical about life. Any one of the well-used saws:would
probably cut into the situation very well. ((The trouble with
well-used saws is that theya re usually dull—Anna))

***'
.Occasionalv, I get a feeling. I’m not quite sure what to
call it, though I know what it is. Perhaps fanostalgia is the term
I’m seeking. A good word. Fanostaglia. Almost as good as
crifanac. As a word, that is.

J. Stanley Woolston heckles me once in a while. He wants me
tore-join PAPA. Ke nrob’ly wants me to re-join the LTFF* Now
there is a possibility that I ■'will return to PAPA, but just what
year or decade it will be, I cannot lsay9 I am a very busy man and
the thirgs that keep me busy are as' interesting to me as fandom
ever was.
But Is till get that old fannish feeling. (Writing this
column helps to assuage it somewhat, nraise Foo) I still get the
urge to produce a Papamag, to write a letter to one of my favorite
fanzines(like PEON or HYPHAE), to attend a convention.In fact,
Anna and I would have attended the EE con,had we the dinero.

But FAPA-ing and letter writing are something else again.
My life is nretty full and active,-and I find it easier to relax
with a book, a mag, the radio or a movie than at the typer.
Especially since I’m trying to be a writer in my spare time.
I now earn our salary’in an office. After seven years in
the production end of paperbox manufacuring T got kicked upstairs
into the Sales Department. This means that I make less money than
I did, but have a greater opportunity for advancement. I have
developed a great interest in the naperbox industry, and I am still
keenly interested in writing professional fictione ihis makes me
feel like I&m living two lives. Perhaps I will be able to merge
the two interests.

However, I still get time to think about fanning, as one can
think faster than ore' can act or talk. Pictures parade swiftly
across the front of my headbone. A science-fiction annual which
would really be comprehensive and well-presented review of the ; .
year in the stfantasy field(fandom included). A-PAPA mag that wouU
be worthy fo every fapate's attention. A letterzine topping the
popularity of VOM. A* fan newsmag containing reviews of fan and pm
mags, books, club and convention reports and all stfantsy and
fannish news interesting enough to print. Polls, humor, satire..• '‘
Of course if and when I do return to crifanac, I wouldn't
attempt all of the above- projects at once. I would pick out the
one. which appealed to
most at the tijmeff It it were now,
t’would be PAPA.
But, alas, I am only one man. Panostalgia—begone! •
Return at a more propitious 'time.*
***

•

•

.

. ’

Ho books to review this time. O-reenberg quit publishing.
Oh, the Den’s Library has grown sonce last we met, and I could
review some thing—-if I felt like it. But I don't, right no^»
***

SLAPS in Cinemascope, starring--Robert 'Vagner? (As Pong
used to say, "There is no truth to this rumor", but what do you
think of the idea?)

A couple of persons listed as Outlanders at the beginning of
this column are really Honorary ^embers, namely Porry and Ed. So
perhans I should have listed Miss Jessie Vilt too. She's not a
member but sometimes attends meetings with Rick. Jessie deserves
mention because she is nice people, is employed in the paperfield
(pacific Press), is alergic to MaCarthy, and sometimes helps to
staple and assemble this mag.
***
I don't sde many fanzines anymore, but I still receive and
read PEON and HYPHAN. Por where I m sitting theyare stil two of
the best—if not the best—fanzines around. I’m taking this
opportunity to say "Hello and Best Wishes'* to Lee and Walt, and to
all of my other old fan friends. I haven t really forgotten any
of you and• • ..woops• "there's that feeling again.
I’d better halt here and return to ray studies of the
practical paper box....
Keep Smiling!

by Hal- Curtis
The publ ishing offices at 10 -Bouvorie Street, Loudon/ L, C. 4,
are;currently -issuing weekly Volume CCT'IV of °UHCII (or The .London
Charivari). The- ^.UTCII publishers, it should be noted, are c.-tlj?ifty
lot whui„ it comas to covers, for it seems that Hr. Bunch has •teen
grinning at the world with his finger along side of bis rose from
exactly the sane cover for some 117 years. The magazine’ seems- to be
sort of a London version of the Hew Yorker, but w-e musn’t try to carry
this comparison too far, us actually both magazines are unicue.

when you, the American reader, brouse through the advertising in
Punch, you realize- first off that the ads are-not so pretentious as
our own. The British do not have the American compulsion for having
everything slid", striking, and efficient. You read through a few
ads and you see that in general they are more chatty and less persuasive,
less omnipotent-. you conclude, however that there is really rot mv.cn
difference in the advertising displays or teclmicues. It so..ms to you
ti t you might bo looking at an American sing wliich is in a different
time-siL.cc secucnce and is selling a. completely different line of goods.
You begin to play a little game with the magazine--you bc-gir^ to
lick out all the new iroducts, all .the ads fpr things you never ncard
of before. You see RifyilA Blackcurrant juice (fights faticue), HUUTLFY
& PALMERS (the first name you.think of in) Biscuits, XU..ELY Art Dessert
Chocolates, 1TFLL Gwyy Marmalade, CHURCW famous English shoos, DR” SCOTT
Clothes Ltd. of Dudley, and many others* But while wandering through
those strange names you see that there are many old friends also.
CHAMPION Hugs, ESSO Gasoline, DRAMBUIE Scotch Licucur, ITirTSSY Brandy.
iOOVl’R Cleaners; all these stand by in reassuring fashion, even though
the gasoline is letrol, the s lark olugs are just plugs, and tne vacuum
cleaner is now an electric . cleaner,. You feel on familiar ground as
you find other international fav< rites such as BRHC01’ And lY’DGbS,
HTGCAFR C“Y?T1’L HO. 5, RFHIHGTOR, DU? C-BYT, SHELL, HBI/Z 57, and PARKY?
51, altnough you can’t help smiling when you-read ’’John McCallum gave
his wife Googie withers a barker 51 for her birthday”.

You notice that really, most of the ads for u__fami.'.iar products
seem iretty much the same as American ads, with only tnc name changed.
STAT?’Y7PRY5G cigarettes, BkYLCkEEH Hair Dressing., DIS’HIH (recom
mended for all those conditions in which aspirin wuiild bo taken),
ARIFTOC (the aristocrat of stockings), and cbr.VFTTF Shaving Cream are
a 11 just as dull as any prosaic American advertisement, you conclude.
Thon you begin to notice some of the little tilings that you uro
cuite sure you never m.y on this side of the.Atlantic.. You see a
stately announcemv.it that: ’’T1R1CS BOARD III jLS LTD. have Pleasure in
announcing that Th IF: °“JHT AT ?UYFL7YT? I'BSYX in in HODUCTiCh AGA III
after the recent Hoods.” You notice that FOLD seems to liave an English
edition of their car c lied the Zephyr 6, and that instead of BtlijtJ-',
which is the lead compound that makes American gasoline bettor, the
English have BHYpOLE, wliich ’’makes good, petrol better”. You muse that
if~Tjres are ’’Tyres” in kiglund, it’s a word, .r that FIk ST0H7- isn’t
Fyrestone. You are taken somewhat aback by the boldface type which

announce* G1ERLING SERVICE i* available, but you are.relieved, if
disappointed, when you see by tbe small print that is apparently an
automobile beaker company. You idlv wonder what color your shoes wood
be if vou polished them’ with GALIAHER’S Rich Dark Honeydew, and you
ar® not at all convinced that it would be beneficial to you to follow
the advice in the ad which says ’’Recuperate at SIEDIEY’S HYDRO katlott
where that traditional treatments featured by the late John Smedley
are still practiced with success, in congenial surroundings.”
You notice that the PLUGMOltE shirt company is offering a shirt
with 1 spare collar and 2 snare cuffs--when the first set wears out
you send the shirt to the manufacturer and he will sew on the spares.
Another product which you are not quite sure you will buy is BB14GERB
“The onlv food that digests milk before you drink it,”

After reading several of the British ads, you perhaps wish to
amend vour previous thought that they were more ’’chatty” than the
American--they now seem to you to be downright verbose. It seems to
vou that most of them ramble on for a paragraph or two before they
p-et to the noint, if them ever do. You shrug your shoulders. PerhSSP
their wav is better-- at least it is a relief iron the American
pounding and repetition, and the concentration on driving home the
noint as hard as possible. Besides, you find some of the wordy, ads
rather pleasant. PIMM’S Mo. 1 for example. It shows a large fish in
a tuxedo at a party, and the heading save PIMM'S HOROSCOPES. The ad
reads:

PISCES
Peb. 20—March 20 This is a sign that vou/ are like a fish out of
Pimm’s unless you are in the swim, which of course involves throwing
a Pimm’s narty. This is vour chance to raatek friends and Pimrafluence
people. The stars foretell that a month will elapse. Plans, cheeses
etc., should mature. Pimm's should bear fnuit.*
* Lemon, actually, in slices. Also
cucumber, or borage, if you can get
it. Ton up with fizzy lemonade.
And don’t forget the ice«
vou find that ads like the foregoing are easy to cone with, but,
theve are some other*, like this one, which lias no heading but is
simply illustrated bv humorous cartoon characters who are disporting
themselves around the text, which reads:

This ir the storv of a biologist research chan with a
passion for counting red blood cells passing through
Oldbury on a bus he cut into Accles & Pollock in a
serious vein for a generous sample fine stainless steel
tube was what he wanted to help him perfect a new
method he was working on and off he went for two or three
^eeks
paw the Directors looking a little pale and
anxious waiting for a report now he have confirmation
' Ac'cle* & Pollock are undoubtedly still alive when it comes
to making steel tube* with unmistakable precision the
scientist draws attention to a deep blue t/inge in both
their red blood cells we can count on them being measured
for theii robes any day now
14 After reading this one, you quietly fold up the magazine and
speculate on the English no more this day.

THE YOUHD MAJST Al® THE SEA
by Earnest Anyway

(with special acknowledgement to Adrienne Hoss)

Editor’s note:

Ernest Anyway ( - ) is the proponentof the simple or’’journal
istic1’ style of writing. He has comply a number of novels and a no nfiction work,. PIETY*!!!]® STEPS TO GOOD SITING. He is a recikilise and
hates the nublic, He can be seen only posing for beer ads. He is at
present working on a new novel* ACROSS THE PRYING PAH Al® INTO THE EIRE
Dorigen turned from the balcony overlooking the sea. The waves
pounded like bullets on the rocks. It’s cold, she thought, I’ll have to
take a sweater to the picnic: it’s very cold for Hay. She took a
sweater and walked down the stairs where her fiends were waiting,

Desnite the cold it was a sunny day. The leaves shone greenand "
yellow, Dorigen watched her friends. They were singing to a guitar, .
She moved away from the circle and lit a cigarette
Aurelius saw her withdraw from the crowd. .He walked toward her,

’’Dorigen,” he said, “little rabbit,”
“There’s not enough time,” he said.

He looked at her bitterly.

"'Th^t are you saving?” she said, “MY God, you can’t think I’d—
look." She grinned and 1 it another cigarette from, the butt of the first.
"Rove the rocks off my beach,” she said, “and then we’ll see,” She
raided an eyebrow.
“You bitchy” Aurelius said, “you bitch.

He turned and walked away. It was late.
brother-in-law before dinnertime.

God,

You bitch.”

He’d have to see his

************
”1’11 do it, sure,” his brother-in-lawsaid, ”1 got the equipment.
But it’ll cost you plenty. I got the equipment."

“I’ll pay,” Aurelius data.
He watched the other man maneuver the levers of the huge mechanism.
The long neck dropped. The machine’s claw scooped up a craw of rocks,
ground then into bits, threw them into -the sea.
Aurelius lit a cigarette-. He watched the machine. He smoked
quickly and silently, T,7hen the job was through, he climbed the stairs
to the house above. Dorigen stood on the balcony, watching the waves
• ound like bullets. She did not hear Aurelius behind her,

“Hello, little babbit,” he said.
“YouiBve done it,” she said. She pointed to the huge machine,
’’You’ve done it,” she repeated dully.

15

Aurelius looked at her.
“Okay,” he said, "twenty minutes."

Porigen walked stiffly into her bedrp&m and picked up the phone.
She .dialed a number.
"Hello," she said, "Averagus, can you talk? I made a bet with
Aureliusc u <noo c ?ves, yes., the won.ceoh darling I can’t.O*oh my God,,,
look can’t we«ooall right..«Nc„„« yes, Yes. Goodbye0”

She hung up the phone and went with her.hands at her face.
tear's fell through her fingers and made spots on her blouse.

The

Aurelius looked at her.
"Well?” he said.
"It’s all right," she said, "he said it’s all rights"
They smoked in silence.

"Look," he said, "don’t say anything. Just forget about the whole
thing, ±?m going to Snain next week anyhay. One more bull fight ought
to do it. Hell with it."
He -caused.

"Well," he said, "I’ll call you" He left, walking down the same
stens by which he had come. He left Dorigen standing on the balcony,
watching the waves wounding like bullets against the rocks.
When Aurelius got home he sat down and opened a can of beer.

"I told her the hell with it," he said.

He looked at the other man.
"I owe you what?" he said.
His brother-in-law said, "forget it.

Buy me a beer."

He onened another beer for Aurelius.
"She asked him," Aurelius said, "she asked him and he said okay."

He drank his beer .
The
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((EDITOR’S NOTE» The foil' ing letter was written last Spring in
answer to one rertuestin information from the editor of Star
ftocketg the material to be used as a basis for fanzine reviews#
Editor R. E. Multog pointed out that manyreviews were worthless
because the reviewer was unable to learn such facts as the
price, the number of pages, who the editor was? and when he
planned to fold, With the information gathered by his
questionaires Editor Multog hoped to lessen greatly the chance
of such errors in his fanzine# Realizing that this is a problen
confronting all of our reviewers, we are—as a public service—
printing the letter in full.))

ETIEtoGORS,##r
STaR ROC'^E'E Editors. :
7 Greenwood Road
Pike County, Marylandmymaryland ■

\

/.

I, as the former Official Un-Official Secatary and Wel
coming Treasurer of the OUTLANBER SOCIETY (South Gate in *58J)
am taking it upon my own,.shoulders to answer your request for
information# As it was addr- essed to me T am taking the liberty
without consulting the other members of the OUTLAKDER SOCIETY
(South Gate in ’58;) about the action. It is my beleif, and
you may correct me.if I am in error, that you wanted this in
formation in the shortest -possible time# The only way it could
be answered in full would be at the next full meeting of the
OUTIANBER SOCIETY (South Gate in ’58J). As the next meeting at
which all members are expected to attend is September 1, 1958,
I am taking the liberty of answering for them. I must say that
I can only take responsibility for that which I know about, in
what I will say: or that which I think I know about. And the
OUTIAMDER SOCIETY (South Gate in ’581) as a whole, or in parts,
cannot be held accountable in fh 11.of in pafts for what I
might say or not say# If you wish to be sure of the figures
and information enclosed, I would recommend you send your
questionaires to each of the other members. Then, take the
result, add them up, divide bythenumber of answers, feed them
through an IBM Cal-75a, and you will find an answer that is
reasonably assured.
As your blank didn’t leave space enough for my replies, I
will answer them in letter form:
<

EDITOR’S WXJTJus As you are undoubtedly aware from reading reviews
in your competitor’s, we are a highly democratic society, and all
are equal unto each other and to the highest. And some are even
more eoual than others* Therefore we are all editors, and in your
reviews please list us as such, no matter what the copy you have
in your hand at the moment might say. Eventhough there are some
of our members in the far corrers of the globe like Tangiers,
Ireland, 'lest Virginia, we feel t hat they a re all close to us.
We feelt heir influence and spirits as we gather around our
hallowed floors, and know that though they are not with us in body
they have had a hand in the things that go into our fanzine, and
our very lives.0.

_i.SSIST.AJT EDITORS IF ANY: as only members of the OUTLANDER SO
CIETY (South Gate in ”58$) may write for the magazine we do not
have any assistant editors. Though there have been times when many
people who were not members have helped us edit an issue.

ART EDITORS: v7hile of course we do have one of the best qualified
art editors in the field, each editor has the right to select any
thing he wishes for an issue* Of course he cannot refuse anything
offered to him b^ another member. Our art has always been a step
different than others in the same level. Not that we think we are
better, but few if any
...
OTHER EDITORS AND HELPERS:- Yes.

• • .

■

••

*■■...

FANZINE REVTEV EDITORS:"’ It has been ;the combined opinion, of'a
few of the members, who^devotd time -to think on the que'stion, that
reviews of ‘other fanzines are-a boring waste of time. *»b one
wanted to read waht we- thought of someone else, who spent moist
of his issue saying what'-he-.thought. .of. the feud in’another fanzine
over what s omeone else' said in/a review? least of all, us. Few
of us can even stand to read fanzines,. excepting free ones, except
when we have material or other woi’thwhile stuff, in them© Fanzines
aren’t really worth much anyway, don’t you agree?

PROZiDNE REVIE'7 EDITOR S: Oh, come now. tteallyl!
BOOK REVIEW EDITOR: Oh, but you don’t understand how a truly
democratic society like the OUTLANDER SOCIETY (South Gate in ’58’)
operates in such matters. 'Then we are going to press we look
around, see? First chance we get to see -a member we ask him the
big auestion, see? Has he read a book? If he has, he is then
democratically bound to write a review of its This might present
problems in some groups that read a lot. But not in-the OUTLANDER
SOCIETY (Sotuh Gate in ’58J) Those members that read a lot of bocas
do notlike to write, so they, never write their reviews(this being
a truly democratic society, unlike some I coVjd name--there is
nothing one can do) and those who like to write, read lev booics.

WAS TFEDATE 'IE STARTED: 'Veil, that is hard to say. I started
reading TWS when I was*..no, it was before the first Convention by
two years, as I met my first fan the year before. But
t
until two years after that, that we first got together, though I
had used the name a year before. I didn’t think it up either; a
fan who never became a member did—or was that the name oi tne

slogan? On second thought I beleive he suggested we hold the con
vention here in 1958* He was one of the craziest non-members we
ever had, never even a guest* But as I was saying, it was started
at the second or fourth meeting, I’m not sure which. We met at
three houses in those days, and I’m not sure if it was first time
around or not*

'THERE WAS IT FOUNDED: 'That do you mean? You really will have to
explain yourself sone more* ’’’There’1 in relation to what? I can
answer ’’here or there”, and what does it prove?
WHAT KIND OF MACHINE '7AS IT AND IS IT NOW PRINTED ON: I’m afraid I
can’t tell youc I can’t really tell a flat bed press from a rotary.
The name means nothing to me? We have received many comments on
the quality of our work though* Many have said it was an outstand
ing example in the field.
WHO WERE YOUR FIRST MEMBERS OR CONTRIBUTORS? It all depends on
when you wai t to start counting from. The people that think of
themselves are not all they might* One who is with the AaP isn’t
at all, though he was there when it started. And we weren’t all
in the first issue, though they belonged just as much* I’m sure
I was, byt you will have to ask the others to see if they think
they were* That is the important thing, though of course some are*

WHO ARE THE PRESENT MEJ'BERS OR 'THAT IS YOUR PRESENT CIRCULATION SO
PAR AS YOU KNOW: As I have mentioned earlier, I am no longer the
Official Un-Official Secutray and Hailer-Wei comer of the •
OUTLANDER SOCIETY (South Gate in ’581),
1 can’t tell you.
We have enver flet we lost any members, even by death, though in
the early days one of them resigned* I would say that our circu
lation within the Society was about 95%, and outside subscriptions
about 500% above that, so you can see it is quite high, We.haven’t
had as many subscriptions come in since I stopped being Official
Un-Official Secatry and Corresspending Welcomer of the OUTLANDER
SOCIETY (South Gate in ’58J), but this is due to many reasons.
Not many reviews in other fanzines* Someeditors do not seem to
realize how important it is to have good reviews of fanzines, so
their readers can select the best* An excellent way of keeping
up with the field,
WaT ST? CLUBS DO YOU BELONG TO? I don’t belong to any of them.
After they couldn’t keep going smoothly while I was President of
them, I gave them all up, I know they will all collapse without
me, but it can’t be helped, they had their chance.. I’m s till m
the NFFF, but then they can’t drop me after diverting all tne
other clubs’ monies into their treasury. Besides, how else could
they keep faith?
WAT CLUBS HAVE YOU STARTED? Well, most of them at one time or
another.
H0'7 MANY ISSUES OP YOUR SINE HAVE YOU PUBLISHED? Do you mean the
&nes I edited myself, or those I edited for the OUTLANDER SOCIETY
(South Gate in ’58J), or those the OUTLANDER SOCIETY (South Gate
in ’581) put out together?

1?

WOULD YOU CARE TO EXCHANGE ADVERTISING 57ITH STAR ROCKET? Not < '
unless you became a member,- and of course you would have to asset
our requirments to do that. Only members* material can appear,
you know,

WOULD

BE INTERESTED IN JOINING AFA?

Yes and No,.,

WOULD YOU CARE TO GIVE YOUR AGE HERE AND BIRTHDATE? No, I i
wouldn’t mind at all. In the inbetween age,-.when I’m-not too
young to be ashamed of it, or too old to be ashamed of it,

PUBLISH ANY OTHER FANZINES:

Not in the open market.

WOULD ‘’DE CARE TO ACCEPT JENBERSHIP IN SRSFCC IN EXCHANGE NOR OUR
FANZINE: On what basis? A one-one? That would be impossible as
each member of the OUTLANDER SOCIETY (South Gate in ’58!) would
have to get copies, as we are all equal. Or, if your memberships
are worth money, say $5 a year, would you want us to credit you
with that amount for each membership,you gave us?
I? YOU DON’T PUBLISH ONE NOW, DID YOU?

OTHER INFORJflATION:

Yes.

Yes,’ I’m reasonably sure there is.

1 hope I habe been of some small help to you. If there is
anything I missed in this all tpo brief, after all how can you
cover a fanzine like ours in so few pages, letter, let me Know,
I’m always willing to help out in, a good cause with all I can.
Sorry only that I couldn’t give more,,.
Yours very truly,

(signed)
Rick Sneary

C 0 N G 0 I N G

a fan’s muddled view of the SFCon by Stan Woolston

It was at the first train stop outsipc of Los Angeles that I saw my
first fellow—congoer. It was Mari Wolf traipsing up the aisle with
her husband Dave. Due to the push of incoming traffic we only had
time to exchange a few words, promising to get together in a little
About one minute later my seat-mate arrived, Alan Parcells, who
was well-versed in the names of authors in Astounding. He was going
up to make arrangements to attend the University of Berkeley, an
hadn’t heard of the convention. He didn’t say he would attend, but
h e mi sfh t»
About ten o’clock (with occasional lights appearing-j.n the
ness outside) I went the half-dozen seats back ana went back to the
diner with Mari and Dave. After a while Dave drew a solitary man
reading a thick book into the conversation and he came to our table.
It was Charles Beaumont—who was on the pannel tne first day of the
con. I might say he was on the first pannel of the xirsu day, in
cussing Science Fiction versus Hollywood, and I believe he took t
place of Ed Clinton who arrived too late.
. k
Next morning we arrived m San Francisco and the four of
a taxi to our hotels. I was the only one staying at the Sir irancis
Drake Hotel so the last couple blocks I rode in solitary splen
.
Then for over two hours I roamed the place, exploring th finally ran into Es Cole who wanted to know why I
the day before. With a couple others we went to a nearby place and

ate’At nine the registrationn ruum
room was
vjcxo to^open^ I
“ — ----crowd on the strength oi"a
a deal I_ had with Les Cole to put out some
Actually I had
publicity for
. been working on NJF publicity for
mimeoing
some
things,
printing others, and getting a
several months,
— -— — Just
before packing I had finished
supply of material from all over,
t
a
lorm
k
an
"info
sheet"
about
the
various branches and pro
mimeoing a form (an ’Hnfn
of
the
club
with
a
membership
blank
on
the back) and I fol c
jects in the middle on an end of a table, rushing
against time so I
these
hand
them
out
to
people
arriving
at
the
registration
table,
could
I had been folding these for some time before entering, in fact
a corner of a desk over at one side.of the lobby. It <as tnere
using the
first group of fans, in a small cluster around the magazine
I met
rack. I think one of them was named Goldstein...
‘
and this
Previous con writeups were onc-day ”Westercon”^affairs
Trying
to
recall
things
in
order,
or
e^taating'thingr^ltkeilhng'TcTe^ ^-5owh on^hittory in' the
making
In some respects the next few days were a jumble of n ames,
event!; scenes. Youngest "fan" present was undoubtedly ^.^^ter

graft;
that she was a she until late in tne Uc-y. nub ± ..m
I usually do.
It took some time for me to locate some NJ? volunteers, which

eration, an international fanclub despite the name.

Gj

Jim White, head of. the club Manuscript Bureau, and Merrill Malkerson, who edited and published the latest issue of The National
Fantasy Fan, were first to volunteer their aid. Jim came up.by Gray
hound Bus from Los Angeles and Merrill 'from across the. bay in Oakland.
I met Merrill’s father and recieved a supply of the latest National
Fantasy Fans for display, and they were-well worth displaying. A fourcolor cover introduces a publication that is.well laid-out and often
with colored headings.

Later Keith Brandon volunteered to help publicize NJF. He was
the first one I hadn’t previously written to, and an energetic guy
with the word he is.

Eva Firestone arrived, tired from a couple days without more than
a few cat-naps (she said) and she joined the N3F crew. By this time
there were quite a few N?F ribbons hanging from the name-badges; Don
Day, Wally Weber, Art Rapp, E.E. Smith, Ph. D., and E. E. Evans, to
name a few. Eva got her ribbon and began wandering around to sneak
looks at badges and make acquaintances, and though she’s quite shy
I suspect she met more than I did.
As she wanted to stay at the table (preferring fen to regular
meetings) I followed Jim White and Merrill Malkerson into the ad-,
joining meeting—room. Anthony Boucher, Poul Ande son and Dean £raszer spoke. Fory Ackerman with'’’William- Nolan, James Gunn and Charles
Beaumont tore into Hollywood, and Miriam Allen deFord gave a talk.
In the evening ’’Science Fiction and the Detective Novel was round.—
tabled with Nancy Barr Mavity and others I don kt remember, and a. E.Smith—all giving a good accounting. A couple films finished oil
the regular session, and Born of Man and Woman was purty good. iho
the program was sometimes altered ’githout notice in order of pres
entation, and much of the material wasn’t strictly new co anyone
attending past fangatherings of this sort, it served well to irame
the unplanned section of the con.
Perhaps! should give a rundown primarily of nonscheduled stuff,
assuming that the other would be reported by others. Some experiences
were the session in the room of John W. Campbell jr. a rotating,
motatihg sort of thing where a roomful of fans (sitting on floors and
even in chairs) got squeezed out by the influx of newcomers. Camp
bell held this as a sort of ’’court,” giving out with observations
reminiscent of his editorials. It was enjoyable but brief.
One morning I asked Ei E. Smith what kind o± science fiction
magazine he would like to edit. He said he would choose Lawrence
as illustrator and as authors Robert Heinlein, A. E. van Vogt, and
Ec E. Smith. Probably the only column or department would be tor
letters.

About noon on the second day I decided to buy a table for N^P
to display stuff I’d lugged in a briefcase and.most of my suitcase..
I had recieved no mail giving presidential decision on number .01
days to get'the table but decided we should have two days, so I
looked up Es Cole and paid out the. money. The space was in between
some advertising the fanzine Destiny and a display o± fan asy c.r
Qwoik (or maybe I should be candid and say illustrations and manu-.
-scripts), but later Sam Moskowitz took space to advertise.
z .

The other side of the Destiny display
there were two checklists on display, one.
Sam. I had hoped that a NFFF compiler .,
copies of something in that line, but it

was Don Day’s, which meant
by Don and the other by
would have, sent me a few
didn’t arrive.

Both Eva Firestone and I were expecting last—minute packages,
but They didn’t arrive, Charles Lee Riddle, for example, has been
working for some time on a revised Fanspeak and a letter shortly
before the con asked how many I’d want for display.
During this period I was making contacts for talkers at the
hour--long talkfest to go on next morning-. Earlier I met Dale Hart
on the street, arriving I’ believe. He told me he had some zines
■■
* ~ never saw them I hear
for sale at a reasonable price and■ though
He
was
selling
out
7
making ready to go to
they were bargains. L
Europe.

At one of these pre-program periods I met Pete Vorzimer, who
I have heard of but never glommed. Ron Ellik was there making
joke-sounds. Of course EZEvans, Ackerman and E. E. Smith were
around; Isabelle Dinwiddie dropped over from Oakland. Melvin
Korshak drifted around slowly. Knapheide (tfm. D.) had a supp.y
of his Xenern Indexes for sale and the next day (Sunday) we cooked
un a deal where I buved three titles and he bought membership in
N3F. Pete Graham exchanged a fen words, and two dollars. Ana thoug
this doesn’t indicate it, there was quite
number of girls around,
"too
I brought out my program booklet as suitable way to make ac
quaintances and promptly got a number of signatures 01 ^°“ds.
Thelma Hamm, Rory Faulkner, Karen Anderson, Mari bolf, Delcie A.
Austin, Lou Dougherty. Met Dave Lesperu.nce iox first ta
many years—since he was an Outlander, in fact. He still liveo
Los Angeles, and is still his usual quiet, unassuming self.

I see I overlooked saying who won the Westcrcon for next year;
after North Ho!£y°ool end'Catalina Island withdrew it^between
Seattle and Los Angeles, and L.A. got it. ihe vote cm11
immediately before the ’’National Convention" convened c.t two m the
afternoon on Saturday.
The program book lists it as from t o till ^ve>
a
thirty-minute intermission the evening program at eight p.- ..........

The convention banquet was
me in the lineup was a reporter for tne San Francisco Daily i
He showed me the clipping of the story on the con from the
fore, which was over a column long with a P1C^U •
c'
ers were there, so I guess the oon had good coverage.
Across the table from me was Co-ie and Kull, who co-editea the
fanzine Vortex. Across the long, long room Bob Bloch begun sounc.
ing off long mouthfuls of pun-type pandemonium praising S.F. He
reported some happenings of oon, such as disappearance of the entire
fifteenth floor of the hotel.
Both Jack Williamson and John Campbell spoke briefly; Campbell
got such resounding applause I think it emharrasee
in .

Sunday was the day for me. I was to attempt to put on an hourlong program, so I went out to eat and. was almost finished when
Rory Faulkner came in. Actually this is/was about the only time I
had a chance to speak to her, and due to the cafeteria arrangement
and need to rush I asked her to come to the meeting to lend her
moral support.
, _
, ,
,,
The first thing scheduled was the ten o’clock meeting m the
Monterey room—the smaller registration room. At about 10.10 some
one arrived to open it up, and in about five minutes the chairs were
pulled around so everyone could lounge as the guys talked. Ben
Stark advised I start at once so as not,to run over, so after a bit
of delay to permit more people to gather I started my spiel. It was
the least formal talks given, mostly because I‘ye never been a pub
lie speaker and I didn’t try to be cute. Except that I introduced
E. E. Evans as E. Eo Smiths..(Dr. Smith promised to try to maxe it,
and to speak as one of the original members of NJF if asked, but he
didn’t get there in time.)
in
,
Evans spoke of early problems of the club, the method he over
came lack of direction and fund (by using a large part of his wages
to keep it going, by "listing candidates," mimeoing the list and
sending then out for vote, etc.) His soft delivery made the closeness of the audience a double advantage. He stood •-.-ith tne hjx
tablNeTl introduced Don Day (and NOT as Bradford)
He suggested
that NJF wasn't national enough--that is, that more fans should
in the olub, that it should be used for stabilizing the national
conventions perhaps by having then as one of their projects. Per
haps I misquote him here, but all of these talks were off the cuff,
and the notes I took were for r.iy own use to introduce the ne,.t person or some other subject overlooked by others.
Jin White spoke on the Manuscript Bureau, and though he n/c.s the
least polished of the three he spoke concisely and to the point.
I tried to fill in a few points, and looking in the direction of
Ben Stark called it a day. This was barely three-quarters of an
hour and I hadn’t said my five minute summary talk, but it -as rime
to stop if it wasn’t to run over into the other scheduled program.
Then fifteen minutes later, approximately, it began.•••’*•
T ran’t tell result of auction except to lisuen to exhort^ti
that remind me of past ones by Daugherty and ^^.Later Boucher
said a complete balance-sheet would go to all attendees.
A "meet the authors" session gave ne a chance to get some sig
natures. I had begun, after the NJF program, handing out potters
and booknarks as souvenirs to publicize N> .
. „ vertical line
board (which I printed) are in three designs, -ith c. vertical iin
saving NFFF BOOKMARK (or BLOTTER). I started trying to get a bunch
ofythf authors to autograph suitably-pictured ^X’D^Hornlg

of the audience were too far to one side “the other.
4
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-hen'read
of the
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of a room—supposedly on the grounds that" he was unruly. This pre
posterous story came from a guy I met in the lobby who was burned
up (and, at his own admission, too drunk to kick the stuffings out
of the guy who kicked Lesperance from the room). I didn’t hear more.

Monday morning, after more visiting around (met John Magnus, past
editor of The National Fantasy Fan.; met a Mr. Keasler who introduced
me to his grandson who wasn’t named either Keasler or Max)...Carol
McKinney, who helped at the table the day before, didn’t show up as
she started back to Provo, Utah, earlier.
:'

The evening before, while heading for my room, I got in elevator.,
with Noreen Falasca and her husband Nick,' and for several minutes
we stood in the hall speaking about Honey Wood, another N^F director
who was being hospitalized for a ’’nose job” and so couldn’t come to
the convention, and about chances for. Ohio. I told them I was for
Ohio and had been for months.
After the auction and some other gab-(pannelists Campbell, Willy
Ley, Poul Anderson on ”Is Science Unduly Restricted?” and a group of
s-f editors discussing something or other that I missed, came the
business session. After talks nominating Buffalo, Cleveland and De
troit the vote .came 12 for Buffalo, 1J5
Cleveland and 57 for
troiti Before it was announced I suspected the outcome as Noreen re
turned to her seat, smiling*

At the masquerade I followed the lead of many qf the crowd and
came unmasked and in my usual monsterous shape—with a piece of card
board in my lapel pin badge on which I continued to write ’’fantasy.”
To everyone who asked I said.I was a fantasy writer. But mostly I
watched. Mrs. Willy Ley came as deep space (oops, black space), and
it was quite a good ’un too, even though it included blackface. Ed
Clinton and wife came scarlet-faced and Ed with a bristly chin as a
couple of devils. (it looked like they stood too near the fire, or
perhaps too near the devil in the case of Mrs,. C.) Karen Anderson
was a Finlay illustration,, complete with everything except bubbles,
and others wore baloons, space suits of the Operation Moon sort...
One came as ”DOA”—that’s what the tag said that was tied to her neck,
which also contained the stub of a heavy rope tied snugly around the
sheet, which was punctured with the dagger (redsmeared) and a few
other indications of meyham. One man was a public executioner, an
other a tentacled escapee from a Smith classic (dubbed ’’Medusir” by
John Campbell, one of the judges). ‘Two scientists were topnotch
characters, one a white—smocked oldster who put his flask on the floor
and danced around it playing castenets. He said he was a sane sci
entist...The other one was electrically-rigged to flash green and,red,
and his eyes snapped brightly too. This ”mad scientist” got a prize
for ingenuity (one of four prizes; Mrs. Ley. got another for another
classification)...EEEvans won the door prize.
This is too-hastily written; like a history, it should either be
outlined in detail to insure completeness and accuracy of content
and interpretation or contain, material written as it happened. Four
days are too much for either method if you’re obsessed with the idea
of publicizing something plus meeting the fancritters as I was. I
missed Rick Sneary and his ’’south gate in *5^11 banner...! should re
port recommendation of a J-year rotation system from east to west
was approved which might prevent any west coast con in

TIME HANGS NOT HEAVILY NOR THE EK-NAN
By Nreddie Curtis
It has "been nearly five years since I gave up fandom and the
reading of science-fiction as more or less of a way of life. But
it will be many years before the debts I owe science-fiction can
be paid. Nor from this primeval source has arisen so many of the
hobbies and activities that have consumed my time these past few
years□ In passing, I would like to mention psychology? rocket re
search? and now archeology.

Three years ago I joined the Archeological Survey Association
of Southern California. This group of amateurs and professionals
is sponsered by the Southwest Museum in Highland Park? a museum
concerned only with the history of the southwest from the time of
•he aborigines to therelationship of present-day Indians with the
nite man > The Survey Association has as its main purposes to
discover sites of the" Indian habitation and the gathering of arti
facts from them? and assembling all Southern California archeolog
ical material.
Perhaps it seems a far cry from the future of the sf and ff to
the archeology of the past, but it isn’t really so. The best
writers of sf and ff have dipped heavily into the past for material
and for a continuing flow of events for their tales0 As tomorrow
is the future for today? today is the future of yesterday, The
flow is continuous? the past has left its mark everywhere--on all
cultures? on all peoples. And who Knows but what the threatening
tomorrow may not some day make us wish that we Knew more of yester
day?
One of the reasons I found fandom so boring after a while is
the deadly inactivity, Talk is just fine; corresponding a rewarding experiancef conventions fun? but most of the time just oemg a
fan is deadly dull. There’s no place to flex a muscle? breathe
some fresh air? or do anything. In archeology, I have found an
outlet for all energies? physical and mentals The field work
supplies the former? the work in a museum the latter.

Geiwerally, there are two types of field work, the dig and the
surface<, The dig is by far the hardest, but gives a greater variey
of material? and is usually more interesting to the amateurLet
me take ynu on a more or less typical dig where material fiom pre
historic (before the white man) Indians to that of the latest
Indians may be found,

The site in question is located at Arroyo Sequit on Highway
101, north of Malibu Beach. This particular area is going to become a nubile beach, so when the call came out we had a limited
amount of time to Rather material, For a number of week-ends, the
faithful would gather, and on a typical week-end the following mig
occurs

The site, on top of a small bluff overlooking the ocean, is
delimited by the group leader divided into five foot sections.
Teams of two are assigned to each square. They haul their shovels,
screens, nap er sacks for the material, and grease pencils to mark
them un to the site, and begin to work. You first clean the grass
and seeds from the section, a s it is called, and then you begin to
shovel. Each shovel-full goes into the coarsest screen first to
remove the soil, and show up the rocks and weed roots. As the
screen is shaken back and forth, you must watch eagle-eyed for
<_ rtifacts.
*
'
‘ •_

Wat are we looking for? Well, points (arrow heads), dtone
scrapers, used by the Indians for scraping hides, manos, used for
grinding acorns, pieces of bowls, sherds, shell dishes or ornaments,
animal bones, etc</ These, if found, are put aside and thenthe
same soil may be run through one or more filter screens to see if
there are smaller things.

Some of these artifacts are indeed tiny. Shell beads may be
as small as 1/32 of an inch, and quite ’black from the rich, fishy
soile It takes keen eyes and patient sorting to find these and
similarly small stone beads, tips of bone awls, broken pieces.of
stone or shell tools or ornaments, pieces of broken points, pieces
of ash-or red or yellow ochre, small flakes of stone that were re
moved when tools were being made, and pieces of asphaltum that the
Indians.used for slugging ths holes in abalone shells to mate them
usable for dishes, to caulk their boats and for ornaments.
You dig for six inches', carefully putting aside in marked
sacks what you have found in your section0 It’s hard work. _t
gets hot and windy at the shore. The- flies are attracted to your
sweaty bodies and the smell of the fishy uptunred soil. The shaking
screens cover you with a pall of.black that gets into your nos ri M
ears, mouth and throat. Every now and then there 10 * ^^mph-nt
yell and everyone gathers around a particular section to l^spec
the “find”. It may be a particularly beautiful point, a- trad
bead” that shows contact with the white man, a group of tiny shell
beads that have been incised around their rims in a clear Pattern,
some human teeth, a whole bowl or a slender, polished awl ma
from the bone of a small mammal. You go back to your own section
and shoveland shake harder.
Having completed a six inch deep section, and sacked and
labeled all the material, keeping the fragile and special pieces
wrapped or in small boxes, you start the next six inch depth, It
gets hotter; the flies get hungrier and fiercer; thefaces and
hands of the group get dirtier, sweatier and blacker, but you
keen shoveling and screening until a break is called for lunch.
You dash down to the beach to wash up a bit, hurridly munc a
counle of sandwhiches and drink something cold. Oh, that ice
cold beer from the chest is more heavely than champagne now. And
through the chewing, the talk rises..•
"Found any beads yet?" "I got a white chert Chumash point.
If only the base weren’t half broken" "Gee, my back is broken,
but I've found some ash and maybe I’ll run into a hearth,

«I found three human teeth* 'Vhat I wou Idn’t give for a burial,
but I guess we aren’t deep enough yet0* Etc.,etc...

After lunch you continue© Uuscles unused to such activi..ty
begin to ache© The mounds of dirt.get higher and higher, and the®
is a seriousness about things now that the afternoon begins to
wane© Everyone wants to f ind something‘Special, something signif
icant© The complexion of the materialsyou find begins to change,
slowly© The deeper you get, the less evidence of white man, until
you suddenly realize that there are no more trade beads, nails,,
pieces of metal, etc© The stone tools get cruder and cruder; tne
tyoes of shell may change^ • ■;-the animal bones used for good are
slightly different© The economy of the people becomes more simple.
Before dark you sack up and gather your tools. If you are
staying overnight, you depart for the nearby camp. There? after a
noisy dinner^ you gather at a campfire and swap stories, show your
gatherings and listen to your group leader tell you about the
tribes of Indians that lived here, when and how© The stars come
out and to the’ rhythmic pounding of the surf you crawl into your
bedroll and sleep the sleep of the weary and satisfi$u9 me
last conscious thought may be that tomorrow, if you are lucky,
you will find a super-something.
And the next day, after a hearty breakfast in the open, you
_•__ ' tin
* again
Perhaps your
dash back to the diggings and■ start
If
so,
you~begin
section has struck bed-rock. 7
, .
“
. another or help
_____
But
so
it
goes,
someone else whose partner didn't,stay the night
sorting-?-some
sections almost grain
Digging, sifting, screening, r-4-—3
_.......
‘
' © Again, the dirt,
of sand by grain of sand to find the
beads©
flies
—
but
who
cares?
1
i/hen
at
last
the
late
afternoon sun tells
the
you it is time to leave, you gather your carefully labeled sacks
and give them to your group leader© When all the work that is go
ing to be done at this site is completed, he will take them back id
the museum.
Theoretically, they will be worked on, and a report will be
given at the next meeting, or the report will be written up by
the grow) leader for the ASA Hewsletter, But museums are-notor
iously short-handed and sometimes it will take years before they
y to- work the material
Being impatienfe I asked if I could
ca^i get
and
’
tomy
joy
my
offer
was accepted. Now, two days a week,
help? <
„o
"work
”
and
have
the
thrill
of taking the material.from the
I go to
dig and makprig it come to life in my hands.

In this work I have been fortunate in getting a great deal
the curatorial staff ox the museum,
of assi tance, mainly from
books’ intne
inthe museum research
and from the wonderful hooks'
researuu library©
xxyx-x,, ihave also bought a great many hooks intended for tae
wt- r
in t-chaology; and two college extension courses in General
Anthropology and Archeology have helped me get a basic knowledge
in the fieldy
> ' ‘

Upstairs in the'tower are the workrooms, ^There the sacks are
brought and the material from each sack-laid out xn trajs. me. .

sections are arranged in order of their depth and number, and soon
the work tables are a wonderful hodge-podge of stone, shell, bones,
and what have you? How to begin? Where to start?

Remember,that a great many of the field workers are amateurs
and often their enthusiasm leads them to collect just about every
thing imaginable, Much of this material is valueless for our pur
pose, So, through the trays you go picking out all the junko And
after many a day, the trays begin to assume a different aspect.
Each now is divided into little piless stone, bone, shell, ash,
ochre, 'white man11 s material, etc.
The stone pile will hold all stone tools like points, scrapes,
drills, bowls, beads, axes? flake .'samples, manos, instates, etc.
The bone will be divided into recognizable bones of animals, bone
awls, hair pins, sweat scrapers, etc,, and the shell a large group
of beads of many types, dishes,-fishhooks, ornaments and sample
shells of food tyres. The ash may someday be sent to be carbon
dated if the museum feels there is enough at a low enough level
to make it worthwhile* The ochre samples are kept as they are
used for body staining and paint for various ornaments.
Mow you are ready to begin. Section A, 0 to 6 inches is the
first tray. You take it to a clean table where are the tools you
will need for works black and white India ink to label the speci
mens, shellac to cover the numbers because silver fish love to
eat off the India ink, a ruler to measure the specimens, little
pill boxes to nut beads into, and large boxes for holding all the
aaierial from a specific depth or section, a large yellow ruled
pad to list everything, and labels for the boxes.

Each piece is numbered,, shellacked, cleaned if necessary,
measured and thenwritten up on the yellow pad. Looks something
like this:

21-S-l

Point
'
1 inch long, -£■” across the base; tip slightly broken;
very fine over—all flaking. Shoshonean type.
Section A, 0” — 6”

21-S-l means this.is the 21st ASA field trip number; piece
#1, And so on down the line through all thesections, all the depths.
The large boxes are labeled as to the area, field trip number,
section and depth.
Meanwhile you. keep track. On ruled sheets laid out to show
all thesection numbers and depths, you list every type of tool
and material kept and the quantity in each. By the time you have
finishedthe whole dig, you have laid out before you on your chart
an overall picture of what and how many were found where. Armed
with a simple map of the area you can now begin to pinpoint this
area which once was the home of a living people, and not just a
place where a lot of "things” were dug up. Mow a picture begins
to be formed in your mind.
Here all across the 0 to 6 inch level, you can see there are
many trade beads, There maybe a Spanish coin or two, a button,

some nails or ether non*>Tndian material* These top-level Indians
had contact with the white man and may he dated hy this material.
The lower the levels go, th©fewer are the non-Indigeneous mater
ials found, untj1 a level isreaehed wherethere are no signs ax all.
Below here is what is called the pre-historic level*

A.nd throughout ■'mu can find a significance in the types of
toons. Fore are obsidian points. The nearest obsidian of this
qua Lity comes from the mountains a hundred ox- more miles inland.
Was it brought in or traded for fishhooks or shell beac^t
steatite bowl fragment tells you that there was surely Grade w;.th
the Canoliho Indians on Catalina Island, And Xuese delicately
fragile shell ear dr ops J What patience to make so fine a piece
of personal adornment.
These are but a minute quantity of the aspects that unroll
now that the chart is done. x-he questions they bring »up a^e
numerous. Here, I am done. To really be able to interpret the
chart, oneroust have far more knowledge than I have been able to
jf’ean in the year T have been sorting material. The geologist,
paleontologist, biologist, chemist, mineralogist and many others
takeover to analyze, interpret, and compare with, oxaer c.iarts f
other areas and inspect sample nieces, Ibom their comparisons,
the levels of occupations are charted acrosseven larger areas
until a more grand picture is formed taking in the aspects oi
each dig., coordinating it into what we hope may some day reveal
a definitive picture, archeologically speaking, of Southern
California.

But even after only a year—andone can. sort an incredible
amount of material in that time-1 have arrived at a hea Lthy
reject for the Indian. He worked hard to live, macW
needed into many things of incredible beauty with his crude oo s
and "earned how to utilize every available source ox food,
stone, bone and shell. And he found time to glorify himself with
his necklaces of shell, turquoise, stone fish ear bones, his
bone hair nins, ear drops, pendants,- feathers, and what «ot» He
was a calculating fellow, ready tograsp every advantage. tai
th-’nk of my soft muscles and dependence upon the material lite 1
take so for granted, I have a healthy respect for him. He could
manage. Could I? Could you?
Come to the' Southwest Museum in Highland Park some Tuesday
or Thursday. I’ll be harry to show you around. It.beats just
reading all hollow. If you write, you might even pick up some

